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Abstract: First of all water on the moon was not discovered By ISRO (Indian Space Research organisation) but by the Indian Vedas, 

thousands of years ago the geographical position and activities of the moon have been clearly described in Indian Vedas. The North 

Pole and South Pole of moon have been duly mentioned, Evidence of the presence of water on moon is obtained from the Vedic period 

itself in Indian Vedas and special plants and their seeds found on the moon have also been described, evidence of space science being a 

more influential and glorious science is found in Indian Vedas, the construction produce method and special shape of the aircraft used 

for movement have been described, the process of decrease and increase of the light of the moon and lunar eclipse has also been 

described in Vedas, and the fuel used in the aircraft for movement in space has also been mentioned, the description of the poles of the 

moon and the temperature of the poles have been determined in Indian Vedas, and visible and invisible parts of the moon have also been 

Described. Objective: The objective is study and analyze the Discovery of water on moon are ancient Research not instant Research. 

ISRO did not first discover water on moon. Data Source: The Geographical Study of moon is related literature from various journals, 

articles and previous research paper related this subject. Review Method: All the published and unpublished literature related to 

geographical condition of moon is reviewed by comparing and analyzing the different meaning and thoughts or classic as well as 

contemporary authors’. Result and conclusion: This article highlights the ISRO did not first discover water on moon; Indian Vedas first 

discovered water on the moon.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The moon is the brightest object in the sky after the sun, the 

moon does not emit its own light, and we can see it from 

earth because it reflects light from the sun, infect the moon 

Reflects about 7% of the lights that falls on it, the moon is a 

natural satellite of the earth, a moon is an object that orbits a 

planet or something else that is not a star, besides planets, 

moons can circle dwarf planets, large asteroids, and other 

bodies, object that orbit other objects are also called 

satellites, and a full moon opposite the sun in the orbit 

around earth, its sunlight side is entirely visible from earth, 

the moon appears full to the eye for two to three nights, 

however, astronomers regard the moon as full at a precisely 

defined instant, when the moon is exactly, 180
o
 opposite the 

sun in ecliptic longitude, but first of all water on the moon 

was not discovered by ISRO, thousands of year ago the 

geographical Condition and activities of the moon have been 

clearly Described in Indian Vedas, Evidence of the presence 

of water on the moon is obtained from the Vedic period it 

self in Indian Vedas, Presence of water on moon are clearly 

define in Indian Vedas,, evidence of space science being a 

more influential and glorious science is found in Indian 

Vedas, in the space science mentioned in the Vedas, the 

Construction method and special shape of the air craft use 

for space travel have been described, the Process of decrease 

and increase of the light of the moon and lunar eclipse has 

also been described in Vedas and fuel used in the aircraft for 

space travel has also been mentioned, and the discovery of 

water on the moon it is not recent discovery it is ancient 

research, complete information about the entire space has 

been describe in Indian Vedas, and the planets of space have 

been comparatively described in Vedas Detailed and 

effective space science is Mentioned in Indian Vedas, and 

the aircraft manufacturing method and aircraft operation 

method have also been mentioned, we can achieve many 

achievements in the space world by using Vedic space 

science in present time, and Vedic space science is a 

wonderful Explanation of the space world. 

 

Aim 
 

The aim of this study is to analyze and study the ISRO did 

not first discover water on moon, first Indian Vedas 

discovered water on the moon,  

 

First Biggest Proof of Presence of Water on Moon in 

Indian Vedas: -  

 
The Atharvaveda shalok (Athar.16 /08 /1) Describe the 

water, tree, mountation and land found on moon surface, 

which is in the Constellation Ghulok and which is in the 

space where the moon Situated, the mountation, the water, 

the land and the trees are found on the moon surface, it has 

been proved that there are Mountains, land, water etc on the 

moonand that is why the sun’s light does not reach Properly 

in the low Part of the moon, that is why it appears to be dark 

in Color. 

 

Second Proof of Presence of water on moon in Indian 

Vedas: -  

 
 

The Samaveda shalok (samave page 5) Describe the water 

dominated moon is moving in the form of a bird in the sky,  
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The Indian biggest astronomer Aryabhata

39
 told water’s is 

Predominant in the moon, fire is Predominant in the sun and 

soil is Predominant in the earth, this proves that our Vedas 

given clear evidence of the Presence of water on the moon, 

and the Geographical Condition’s of the moon have 

described in the detail and the moon is said to be water 

dominant.  

 

Description of the poles of the moon according to the 

Indian Vedas,: -  

 
 

According to the Mahashnti Parva two parts of moon have 

been told, the northern part and southern part, the moon’s 

south pole part has been compared to a snow - capped 

Mountain in Indian Vedas, there is a mention of the southern 

part of the moon being. Colder then the northern part, there 

is also evidence that the south side of the moon has less light 

then the northern part, the Geographical condition’s of the 

moon and activities of the moon and the presence of water 

on the moon have been clearly described in Indian Vedas, 

this proves that the first discovery of water on the moon was 

not done by ISRO but by the Indian Vedas,, (Mahashnti 

Parva)  

 

Water position on the moon 

Mainly, the state of water on the moon is Found to be in a 

variable state, and the state of water on the moon is not fixed 

and Regular, it is always variable, the state of water on the 

moon depends on the geographical location of the moon, due 

to the changing geographical Position of the moon. the 

Position of water on the moon is variable, mainly due to the 

lack of Fixed temperature and Regular atmosphere on the 

moon, water is found there in a Changing state, Because 

according to Indian Vedas heat has a Specific contribution in 

the Freezing of water and melting of water, that is the 

Freezing of water and the melting of water it completely 

depends on heat, there is a lack of Regularity of heat on the 

moon. that is why the condition of water Present on the 

moon is variable, the sunlight falling on the moon shows the 

state and Condition of water Present on the moon, in the 

southern part of the moon, the least light of the sun Reaches, 

that is why the Southern Part of the moon is found to be dark 

and cold, we can say that in whichever Part of the moon the 

light of the sun. Reaches the least that part of the moon is 

found in the condensation state.  

 

Geographical Condition Graphs of the moon: -  
 

 
(Graph between tidal ebb and moon light) 

 
(Graph between sunlight and amount of water on moon) 

 
(Graph between frequency of sun light on moon light) 

 
(Graph between moon’s light and amount of water) 
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Geographical Cycle of the Moon: 

 
 

Application of Vedas Space science in modern space 

science  

 

Vedas space science holds great importance in the Present 

life
1
, By combining Vedic space science with modern space 

Science, we can create and excellent space science
2
, the 

combination of Vedic space science and modern space 

science can create a world - wide space science, By using 

various theories mentioned in Vedic space science
3
, we can 

solve the mysteries of space in the present time, by using the 

basic principles of the Vedic space science in the present 

space science
4
, we can establish universal space science, By 

the Experiment’s of Vedic space science we can get the 

knowledge of ancient space science
5
, by using the 

References of Vedic space science in the present time, we 

can achieve new achievement in space
6
, the method of using 

the aircraft and the equipment used in them for space travel 

mentioned in Vedic space science can provide a new 

direction to the present space science
7
, Vedic space science 

is a detailed space science, which is of great importance in 

the present time
8
, the knowledge gained by Reinterpreting 

the basic and main principals of Vedic space science can be 

used in the present space science
9
, the description of the 

depth and Expand of space was first given to us by Indian 

Vedic space science
10

, which is very useful for us, in Vedic 

space science space has been divided into many part and the 

presence of special components has been told in the divided 

parts
11

, We can make the present space science more 

powerful by discovering those elements, that is from this 

process we can be develop a worldwide space science
12

,.  

 

2. Conclusion  
 

First of all, water on the moon was not discovered by is 

ISRO, but by the Indian Vedas, Indian Vedas had proved the 

primacy of water on the moon thousands of years ago by 

giving evidence of the Presence of water on moon, Vedic 

space science also Reveals evidence of the Presence of 

plants and their seeds on the moon, and Vedic space science 

still claims to have evidence of plants and seeds on the 

moon, therefore, we should study Vedic space science 

carefully and study all the texts related to Vedic space 

science in detail, and listen carefully to the principles in 

detail and listen carefully to the principles of Vedas, we 

should do new research in space By connecting the present 

space science with Vedic space science, this will give us a 

new direction in space which will be very useful for us.  
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